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Abstract 
Isbell, J., Note on k, without separation, Topology and its Applications 39 (1991) 261-262. 
Some published questions about description of k, spaces with or without separation axioms are 
fully answered. 
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The paper [l] contains two related results about k, spaces, and a question 
concerning each result. The forms of the questions are “Is the converse true?’ and 
“Is the assumption of regularity needed ?” This paper answers the questions: the 
converse is true for Hausdorff spaces, but not for all spaces; and the regularity 
assumption is quite needless. 
Recall the definition [2] of a k, space: a topological space which is a countable 
union of compact Hausdorff subs yaces Sj such that every subset whose intersection 
with each Si is closed is itself closed. We call X an n,-space if it is the union of a 
sequence of compact subsets Si such that for any family of open sets Vi, each Vi 
containing Si, the interiors Ui of (& l$ cover X. X is k~c& n, if each open set 
is the union of the interiors of its q,, subsets. 
The results are: 
Proposition 1. 7”he locale product of a locally n,-space and a locally a-compact space 
is spatial. 
Proposition 2. A Hausdor- n,-space is k,. 
(The results in [l] are k,*n, and Proposition 1 for T, spaces.) 
For nw+kw, it is not enough that the compact subsets be 
example, add to a CW complex consisting of o segments radi 
o a point p whose deleted neighborhoods are, on almost all segments, deleted 
neighborhoods of o; the result is n, but not k,. Y the way, it is sober an 
Observe also that n, is pointwise, in the sense of the ~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Lemma. X is an n,-space if and only if it is a countable union of compace sets Sj such 
that for each point x9 each intersection of open sets Ui such that Ui contains Si u {xj 
is a neighborhood f x. 
This will be used for Proposition 2. Thf: proof may safely be left to the reader. 
Proof of Fro~sitjo~ 1. It suffices to show that a family of open rectangles U, x V, 
cover an open rectangle U x V if they contain all its points. Now Z.J is locally n, 
2nd V is locally o-compact. Take n, subspaces X, and o-compact subspaces I”, 
whose interiors cover. It suffices to show that nonzero closed parts of Xz x Yz have 
points (for U x Y’: is covered by those, and U x V by these). Hence it suffices to 
show that closed parts of X,X Y, kwe points. Now X, is n, by an expanding 
sequence of compact sets Si; and Y, is a union of o compact sets q. This brings 
us in effect to the beginning of the proof in [I], which we now copy. 
Consider any closed part a of X, x Y, whose open complement u contains all 
the points. By standard compactness arguments, each compact set S x T, with S c X, 
and T c Y,, is contained in an open rectangle b x cc u. Jn particular, there are such 
rectangles bi x ci 3 Si x 1;. Since X, is an n--space, covered by open hi’s containing 
Si, there is an open cover (Z;;} such that whenever i > k, bi Z) Z,. (Z, = (ni,, bi)“.) 
So u contains Z, x Ci for all i > k, and therefore their join Z, x Y, (or Cz, x l), and 
therefore their join X, x Y,. That is, v = 0. q 
I do not know if Proposition 1 is true without “locally”. 
Proof of Proposition 2. Assume X is Hausdorff, covered by expanding compact sets 
St, but not k, with respect o this sequence. Then there is a non-open subset C 
whose intersection with each Si is relatively open. Let o be a point of C\C”. From 
the expanding sequence (Si) omit terms not including o, and renumber. so now 
o E SI _ Let Ri = Si\C: a closed subset of Si, and thus compact. Let T1 be a closed 
neighborhood of RI not including o (which exists since X is HausdorR). Put 
Rf = R,\ Ti : a closed subset of R2, thus compact, and disjoint from S, (for Rr n S, = 
R, ). Let T2 be a closed neighborhood of Rf disjoint from S, . Then Ty u Tf contains 
R2. Having T,, T,, . . . , T,,, whose interiors cover R,,, put Rz,, = R,+,\ T”, : a compact 
set disjoint from S,#. Let T,z+, be a closed neighborhood of Rz,, disjoint from S,,. 
The induction runs. 
But the complements Uj of K are open neighborhoods of o, whose intersection 
is contained in C since U Ti ~3 IJ Rim So it is not a neighborhood of o. Therefore 
n [ Uj : i > 1 J is not a neighborhood either, although Vi contains Sj-, . q 
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